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Many methods of conducting student activities in high school chemistry 
laboratories exist. Some of these methods are conducive to an efficient 
system or laboratory training, while others contribute to less desirable 
practices. 
Recommendations related to numerous asnects of chemistry laboratory 
administration are herein made, these recommendations havin~ arisen chiefly 
as a result of extensive analysis of comnaratively recent articles in 
educational journals dealing with such nroblems. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Dr. James He Zant for his constructive 
criticisms concerning various mechanical featurEs of the report, and for 
frequent statements relative to scientific laboratory work, which were 
offered during regular scheduled class periods. Also, aooreciation is 
expressed for constructive comments by Dr. Imy V. Holt during discussion 
of the problem in a scheduled period. 
Much information was gained .from informal discussions with par-
ticipating Fellows in the National Science Foundation Program for High 
School Science Teachers. 
Acknowledgment is sincerely extended to the administrators of the 
excellent library facilities, whose methods of handling library materials 
lessened the problems encountered during library research. 
Writing of the report would have been imnossible without the financial 
assistance provided hy the National Science Foundation du:r.1ng the entire 
pe:riod of time necessary to comolete :requirements for the Degree of Master 
of Science. 
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The purpose of this report is to discuss and evaluate some methods 
of increasing efficiency and performance in the high school chemistry 
laboratory. It is obvious that much valuable time is wasted in high 
school laboratory work simply because of a lack of systematic procedures. 
Much inefficiency in high school laboratory work is due to inexperience 
on the part of the teacher, or the failure to realize the vast potenti-
alities which stand at his commande 
During the process of coordinating information, the following important 
factors were given careful attention: (1) In order to increase efficiency, 
safety should not be sacrificed; time to practice and teach safety is not 
wasted time. It is sheer folly to oroceed with instruction without 
emphasizing this important aspect. The welfare of the student must be 
given constant attention, for a lifetime of good laboratory practice 
can not compensate for the loss of an eye, a hand, or a human life. 
(2) Since proper training of students is the aim of laboratory work, it 
would not be feasible to deorive the student of the best laboratory 
education possible, merely for the sake of achieving false efficiency. 
The learning process is an imoortant entity, and it must be nurtured 
constantly by unselfish devotion of the teacher to the task at hand. 
Therefore, it a change in laboratory teaching methods should nrove to 
be less desirable than a former method, this latter change should be 
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discarded in favor of the former nlan, or some other nlan. Analysis and 
evaluation should be continuously practiced. They should be accomoanied 
with an open mind and a strong desire to iml)rove teaching techniques. 
(3) A balance in methods and Drocedures should be maintained. Variation 
in methods of presentation is a necessity if interest is to be prolonged. 
Some sturlents may be able to grasn important concepts f:rom theory alone; 
some may requi!'e sensory vision, but most students undoubtedl_y can attain 
a higher degree of progress by a combination of several different teaching 
methods. It is important to refrain from overindulgence in one particular 
phase or method of teaohing the usual high school chemistry class. In 
addition to laboratory work, other nrocesses should be given careful 
attention. Clear exolanation of theory, together with audio-visual 
techniques, such as filmstrips, movies, bulletin board maintenance, 
meaningful demonstrations by the teacher or capable students, visitation 
by resource personnel, and field trips to industrial processes when 
apnlicable can help to stimulate intense interest. (4) All suggestions 
for imnrovement of teaching methods should be treated cautiously and 
with a questionable and scientific attitude. A system which works best 
for one individual may be the downfall of another. Numerous other things, 
such as available facilities, size of classes, and specific objectives 
for specific co:nrnunities should be taken into consideration and weighed 
carefully. The teacher must act as his own evaluator, with full 
realization that the final outcome of any laboratory situation must serve 
a worthy purryose9 
It was exceptionally difficult to arrive at definite conclusions concern-
ing laboratory methods. The greatest amount of literature investigations 
were made in the following journals: Jour_nal .Q1: Chemical Education, 
_/ 
§~ Science and Mathematics, and Toe Science Teacher. With the 
exceotion of Volumes 20 and 21 of The Science Teach9!:, which were not 
available, every volume or the above named journals from 1940 through 
1956 was examined~ 
Critical examination of the literature revealed that a great deal 
of disagreement exists. After reading numerous articles dealing with 
a considerable number of laboratory to0ics related to efficiency, and 
after analysis of a large oortion of available statistical experimental 
results, most conclusions reached were in accordance with what ~r,ryears 
to be the most nredominate methods and oraotices in some of our oro-
gressive schools today. More significance was usually given to .the most 
recent a:rticles9 
The result of this study is the accumulation of information which, 
if used, seems to oromise more efficient methods of laboratory instruction 
than is the case in a number of high school chemistry laboratories at the 
present time. 
By keeDing in mind the diversity of conditions in different schools, 
by making variations accordingly, and by adherence to some of the ideas 
oresented in this remort, the following goals should ultimately be 
realized: (1) Chemistry teaching should be made more nleasant, and a 
greater feeling of satisfaction should be attained. (2) Several tyoes 
of subject matter may be taught more efficiently with greater retention 
on the part of the students. (3) A tyrye of chemistry student better 
prepared for college work should emerge from high schools. (4) Revitalized 
interest by students in chemistry should become more apryarent. (5) The 
chemistry teacher should realize a fuller life by the eli:nina.tion of soma 
types of drudgery, which ma.y b.e dispensed with while still maintaining 
. ___ ,,/ 
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high standards of teachLng .. (6) Because of better efficiency methods, 
chemistry teachers should become more available for community work and 
recreational facilities. More time to improve oneself by keening abreast 
of some of the recent develonments should be realized. 
May it be emphasized that it was not the ff.iter 1 s intention to 
attempt to solve all details of laboratory work. Specific methods which 
cou7 d a.only universally to all high school chemistry laboratory instruction 
are not to be found. Rather, it was an attempt to correlate ideas, prac-
tices, and :recent develonmente: which could have strong su?gestive nower 
for helping to promote more efficient laboratory methods, along with 
better student performance and achievement, without endangering the tried 
and proven methods already in existence. 
' .. ./ 
CHAPTER II 
SAFETY IN THE LABORATORY 
Safety is directly related to efficiency and performance in the 
laboratory, since the lack of proper safety practices can cause a tremendous 
loss of time by the teacher or students. Consequently, this report would 
be incomplete without a brief treatment of this important aspect. 
It is imperative that the high school chemistry teacher familiar:tze 
himself with current recommended safety practices. He should take ample 
precautionary measures and, in addition, he should educat~ himself suffic-
iently so that he will be able to contend with most emergency situations. 
Safety becomes increasingly important with the advent of our recent 
increased em·ollments, which have caused some laboratories to be filled 
to the point of overflowing. Also, wH,h the ?rogi-ess of nuclear processes 
and their development, another science teaching aim may well be to instill 
attitudes of safety into the students~ minds. 
Periodically, it is necessary to make a systematic check of the 
laboratory. Particular atteution should be gi~,en to the following items: 
exits, floors, illumination, fire extinguishers, fire hoses, safety 
showers, fire blankets, goggles and masks, shields, screens, gas masks, 
hoods, catch pans, flammable liquids, corrosive liquids, methods of 
oipetting liquids, glass handling, and general housekee~ing. 1 
1iioward Fawcett,. "Safety Cheoks for Chemistry Laboratories, 11 Journal 
of Chemical Education, Vol 24, (1947), p. 296. 
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Burns has offered the following suggesti,ons for helning in the 
elimination of many accidents occuring both in the chemistry laboratory 
and outside the laboratory: 2 
(1) Eliminate notassium metal and red and yellow phosohorus 
from high school and home chemistry laboratories. 
(2) Emphasize the idea that ootassium chlorate may be as 
dangerous as potassium cyanide. 
(3) Attempt to have some uniformity of ideals and orac-
tices by the retail chemical surnly houses toward 
sale of chemicals to minors. 
(4) Discourage (parents may l'.'ll"Ohibit) interest in pyro-
techny and rocketry. 
(5) Encourage amateur chemists to confine their activities 
to a chemistry laboratory in a basement, garage, or shed. 
(6) Inform adolescents and particularly amateur chemists of 
the dangers of potassium chlorate and gunpowder ex-
plosives, colored flares, and rocketry. 
Instead of using potassium in laboratories, it is entirely safe to 
use calcium, which illustrates the same princi,,le in many cases. Even 
the use of sodium should be largely curtailed in high school laboratory 
work. If either sodium or potassium must be used, it is much safer if 
their chemical nronerties are demonstrated by the teacher. 
In view of the many recent articles which have a.n1 eared in numerous 
newspapers and magazines, the wisdom of using carbon tetrachloride is 
seriously questioned. The same may be said of ether. 
Extreme caution should be taken if volatile combustible substances 
such as methanol and carbon disulfide are used. Only recently, the 
writer witnessed four minor accidental exnlosions of methanol in the 
same laboratory neriod of a college organic chemistry class. These 
four exnlosions caused rather painful burns in two instances and did 
severe damage to two excl8nsive textbooks. Had it not bsen for the 
alertness of the laboratory assistants and several fellow laboratory 
2craig Burns, "Chemical Accidents Involving Minors," Journal of 
Qhemical fuluQation, Vol. 33, (1956), pp. 508-11~ 
.... ___ / 
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workers, the damage would certainly ha,ve been more pronounced • 
It is a well known fact among chemistry teachers that preparation of 
the halogens involves a variety of dangers, one of the chief hazards being 
the likelihood of breathing the deadly fumes which emerge during the orocess 
of preparation. Until more modern methods of preoaration involving im-
proved techniques with economical apoaratus are develoned, it would be 
wise to minimize the prevalence of dangerous fumes by having the halogens 
prepared by pairs of students, or in the case of chlorine, only by the 
instructor or caoable students as a demonstration. Of course, if hoods 
are part of the laboratory equinment, as they are in the most modern school 
buildings, they should be utilized to the fullest extent. It is sug~ested 
that bromine be prepared in a small retort. In the case of each halogen, it 
would be well for the students to calculate the theoretical yield and use 
only a very small excess of reactants. In addition to being safer, this 
would be a valuable aid in helping students to gain eomputative skills. 
Iodine may be conveniently prepared by mixing dilute solutions of 
sodium sulfite and sodium iodate. To this should be added a dilute solution 
of sulfuric acid. This method has the advantage that the iodine forms 
beneath the surface of the water without noticeable sublimation. Since the 
iodine formed is only slightly soluble in the solution, it will remain 
in the bottom of the beaker as the solution is poured from it. 
For preparing chlorine, some exnerience has shown that vapor damage 
may be reduced hy the addition of a sufficient amount of hydrochloric 
acid to the manganese dioxide in the generating flask to oroduce 
aoproximately one collecting bottle full of chlorine at one time .. This 
collecting bottle may be covered with a cardboard cover through which the 
delivery tube passes. After filling, another bottle may be substituted. 
8 
Customary precautionary measures, such as keeping ammonium hydroxide 
close at hand for emergency use, staying wen above the apparatus set-up, 
and the use of gas masks with a;r:,prooriate fillers cannot be overemphasized. 
It is suggested that the semi-micro laboratory method discussed in 
Chapter V of this renort has a tremendous value in reducing hazardous 
conditions due to toxic vapors. 
In all chemistry laboratory work, the instructor should set an example 
before his students by using aorons, eye protective equipment when needed, 
correct procedures in glass working, and various other safety measures. 
An invaluable aid to every laboratory instructor is a Fisher 
laboratory emergency chart, which may be obtained without cost from 
the Fisher Scientific Company. The same eomnany also nublishes a manual 
dealing with laboratory safety, Conscientious study of this manual should 
minimize many dangers of laboratory work. 
CHAPl'ER III 
SOME EFFICIENCY Airn.ANGEMENTS AND METHODS 
In addition to the ordinary multi-ole duties of the chemistry teacher, 
he must be sufficiently versed in salesmanship and nsychology. He must 
possess the ability to nut across imnortant ideas out of the classroom, 
as well as in the classroom. The teache:r 1s duties must be performed with 
diligence and perseverance. He must cooperate with fellow workers, with 
administrators, and with the public. In short, the teacher must realize 
that his capacity is that of serving the community and the people with 
whom he is associated. 
The foregoing is not meant to convey the idea that one should 
satisfy the whim and fancy of every individual who dares to intrude upon 
his carefully worked out plans. Rather, one must possess a considerable 
degree of negotiating ability, somewhat akin to that possessed by some 
of our outstanding statesmen and foreign dinlomats. 
In order to convince the administration and the public of his 
sincere efforts, the instructor must achieve results which exoress the 
idea that professional judgment has been used in wor,king out trying 
situations. 
If some type of laboratory equioment is badly needed for better 
instruction or for greater efficiency, it should be uossible to obtain 
it. 11A costly item of equipment is justified if its contribution is 
great over a long period of time, and if it releases the teacher's 
energies in the right direction~"l 
1Morris Meister, "Science Rooms for Secondary Schools, 11 .Ihe 
~cience Teacher, Vol. 15, (1948), pp. 75-6. 
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Realizing that funds are never unlimited, he should judiciously 
select new equipment and fully utilize n:resent equipment. Therefore, 
ability to economize and de"!lonstrate that economy is a desirable asset. 
To this end, efficiency, economy, and performance go hand in hand. 
If science instruction is to proceed at its maximum potential, funds 
must be available for rru.rchasing equinment, once the need has been 
ascertained and justified by ~athematical argument. 
References for the Classroom 
Provision for a sufficient number of chemistry textbooks should be 
made. These books, and other reference material, should he located in the 
chemistry classroom and made easily accessihle to the students hy con-
2 
venient permanent location or by olacing in portable bookshelves. Cards 
for checking out books should be arranged similarly to systems used in 
modern libraries, in order to prevent wastage of time in looking through 
a maze of pa.oers which may he in the teacher's nossession. Books should 
be kent in she1 ves in some syst,ematic arrangement, such as arrangement 
according to content, or perhaos preferably, according to authors' names. 
It is relatively easy for the che~istry teacher to accumulate a 
great deal of valuable reference material with a minimum of exnense by 
writing to various industrial organizations, and by carefully scrutinizing 
the feature sometimes ter'l!ed "Free and Inexryensive Material 11 in many 
scientific educational Journals. In just a few years, an exceotionally 
well equipned classroom library may be built up. The NSTA Packet Service 
will contribute many valuahle items toward this end. 
2 
Addison Lee, "Order in the Deoartment," The Scien,ge Teacher, Vol. 
u., (1947), pp,. 117-19. 
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A systematic method of filing teaching aids should be develooede The 
teacher~s ingenuity can determine a satisfactory method for his own 
ual."ticular service. Bcxes of various shaoes and sizes may be obtained at 
an almost unlimited number of sources. As crude as this may sound, these 
boxes may be dressed attractively, thereby serving the worthwhile nurpose 
of helping to conserve time~ 
Location, Transportation, and Use of Equi9ment 
In many laboratories, much time is lost in searching for needed 
equipment and reagents. Time required for cataloging all equinment will 
be reoaid many times during the school year. This may be done at in-
ventory time. 
Reagents in most laboratory storerooms are placed in aluhabetical 
order unless safety considerations necessitate some other arrangement. 
Also, larger containers of rea~ents are normally nlaced near the floor. 
Labeling of shelves and :reagents will facilitate ease of location when 
materials are needed. 
In order to save time in assimilating demonstration equipment, 
a?paratus for specific demonstrations that may be used from class to class 
and from year to year should be left assembled. 
Many steos may be saved in transferring chemicals and aryoaratus 
between storeroom and classroom by using some type of nortable table on 
rollers. This transporting medium should be narrow enough to facilitate 
easy accessibility to the storeroom and other rooms. For this tyr,e of 
table, it would be well to have a retaining strin around the edges to 
prevent possible dronoing of materials trans~orted. In addition to 
saving time, a table of this type will contribute to economy by 
prevention of equipment breakage. 
_/ 
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In order to avoid repeated re-exa~ination of damaged equioment, 
there should be a definite place for such equi~~ent while it is awaiting 
repair. Soecial repair equiryment is a must for efficient laboratories. 
Among this maintenance equipment should be steel wool and emery 
eloth, which may be used periodically on ringstands, tripods, burners, 
3 
and other hardware. Black or aluminum colored na.int anolied during the 
periodic repair sessions will do much to help preserve equipment, in 
addition to increasing the aonearance of neatness in the lahora.tory. 
Much work of this type may be done by student assistants if a satisfactory 
student assistant program can 1:Je incor"lorated into the system. 
Repair work suoh as thts will nrove to be a great economizing factor, 
and will serve an additional pur~ose of haloing to convince the adminis-
tration and the nublic to be a little more understandi.ng whenever requests 
for more equipment are made. 
Pure Water for High School laboratory Use 
Available water of high utrd ty is an item of varying importance in 
high school laboratories. The necessity for a system of uroducing high 
purity water de·.-,ends on a number of factors which must be considered by 
individual teachers. The total number of students enrolled in chemistry 
classes, the amount of qualitative and quantitative work carried out in 
classes, and the impractlcabU.ity of obtaining satisfactory water from 
other sources are three factors which can justify the purchase of 
equipment for oroduoing high qua1 ity water. Also, water of high nurity 
may be in serious demand by ca1,a.b1 e students who are interested in proJects 
and advanced work. Keep in mind, too, that most water solutions should be 





prepared fr.::im high DUri ty water. 
It might be well to consider the "ossibility of orod1 cing satis-
factory laboratory water by utilizing one of the several tyoes or 
deionizing sy~tems, which are very economical in comparison with 
traditional types of gas or electric disti.llation systems. 
According to Dickinson, some of the advantages of nroduclng 
deionized water are as follows: 4 (1) The purity compares favorably 
with and sometimes exceeds that of distilled water. (2) Installation 
is more sirirnle and less· ex.,,ens i.ve, (J) A source of heat and a. con-
tinuous flow of water are not needed. (4) The rate of nroduction is 
five or more gallons oer hour. ( 5) Water equal in nu.ri ty to that 
obtained from a single distiUation is produced. 
Some Economy Measures 
There are a nu iher of :nethods of economizin,cr, es,,ecially in 
relationship to nurchase of equipment. The following methods are 
offered: 5 Pupils ~ay be asked to bring glass Jars from home. These 
may be used for the c.::)l lect ton of gases. By nurchasing a small in-
exoonsi ve glass cutter, it is possible to obtain squares of glass from 
pieces of scrap window glass for cover plates. Perhaos it ~ight be a 
good idea to heat gently the edges of such squares in order to smooth 
them to so~e extent. Labels may be obtained from a roll of gu~med paper. 
In purchasing chemicals, it is well to refrain from buying chemicals 
4Joseoh E. Dickinson, "Laboratory Wat.er for Less," School Soj ence 
.am Mathematics, Vo·~ 54, (1954)t n,. 74~-54. 
~lbe:rt c. Weaver, "Demons in Demonstrati.on. 11 Journal £2! Chemical 
Educa.tion, Vol. 22, (1945), nu. 339-.U. 
/ 
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of higher quaJity than necessary for the ourpose they are to serve. Many 
chemicals may be bought from local stores at a substantial savtng. Unless 
research of exceotionally high standards is carried out, there apuears to 
be insufficient reasons for oaying excessive nriees for such che~icals as 
sucrose, when it can usually be obtained locally at less than half the cost 
than would have to be ryaid to a chemical supnly house. The same apnlies to 
sodium chloride, sodium hydroxide for most purposes, and many other ite~s. 
It is true that s.:,me of the above suggestions require more time than 
would be consumed by ortaining everything from the same source. However, 
student asslstants may be utilized in carrying out so11e of the suggestions. 
Also, the savings made over a sho:rt period of time may be ap'!llied to some 
badly needed efficiency equipment, such as an extra centrifuge, an extra 
balance, or anything which might be urgent at any given time. 
Easing the Disoensing Problem 
Under proper supervision and with proper facilities and conditions, 
the:re should be no legitimate reason for not allowing students to obtain 
most of their own rear:;ents fro'Tt side shelves. This does not ::riean that 
they should be allowed to enter the storeroom. If they are allowed to 
obtain their own reagents, they should previously he instructed as to 
proner methods of obtaining them so as to avoid contamination and waste. 
These reagents may be ke~t out in containers conducive to easy nrocurance. 
Close supervision, esryecially during the first ryart of the year, should be 
given. Enough side shelf spaoe should be ryrovided to keen a sufficient 
amount of the ~ost frequently used che'Tticals available. In relationshin 
to the side shelf situation, the careful judgment of each individual 
teacher !TIUSt be exercised. For exa:nnle, it would be out of the question 
to use the side shelf method of making chemicals available unless the 
'~ 
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chemistry laboratory could be kept locked at all times when not being 
used. Other specific local situations might prevent the carrying out of this 
method. If the method is used, it is imperative that the chemicals be 
located in a systematic manner, so they can be found by the student easily. 
Much information has been printed in laboratory manuals and journals 
suggesting that chemicals for use in a particular laboratory period should 
be located in the same vicinity of the laboratory room. Some experience 
in using this method as compared with a method of distributing the several 
chemicals at various strategic spots throughout the laboratory has convinced 
the writer that the distribution method is a more satisfactory method. 
True, it may require a few more steps per student, but a student is very 
seldom capable of carrying the entire list of reagents to his desk at the 
same time without danger of breakage accidents. Distribution of reagents 
at several spots throughout the room brings about a reduction in both 
clutter and clatter. Long lines are avoided. Traffic is diverted from 
a main pathway, and the overall result is a quieter and more orderly 
laboratory period. Of course, the exact positions of the various chemicals 
must be made known to all students, and insistence on maintaining proper 
positions should be emphasized. 
A considerable amount of time may be saved during the issuing of 
iequipment at the first of the year. Also, some economy may be realized at 
: the same time. Moore outlines a method of handling equipment whereby the 
students may have as much, or even more equipment than is the usual case in 
many laboratories which may already be considered well-equippea. 6 This 
1may be accomplished with less total equipment. 
I 
6Fred W. Moore, "Providing Apparatus and Equipment for Teaching 






Type 11C11 Equinment (Continued) 
Motor driven stirrer 
Colloid mill 
Various volumetric flasks 
















Evidently, ve!'y little exneri:nentation has been carried out recently 
concerning the wisdom of allow1.ng students to worl<: individually, in oairs, 
or in larger grourys, Some investigations ca~riad out by W.W. Carnenter 
in the early 1920 1s uphold the individual system. His results showed 
that the individual method brings about better learning processes, and 
that the learning ~rocess is reduced as more students work together. 7 
However, under certain circu7stances, it would be allowable to 
permit students to work together. Certainly it is better to allow 
students to work together than not to work in the laboratory at all. 
Therefore, at least one justificatton of allowing work by pairs would 
be the lack of amnle equinment. 
No statistical data could be obtained from the more recent neriodi-
cals. However, it anryears that there should be definite advantages and 
disadvantages to both systems. Some advantages of working in nairs 
should be as follows: (1) Less time should be required for many 
experiments, es-">ecia1 ly those requiring extensive maninulation of 
7Franois D. Curtis, "Individual Laboratory Work Must be Retained, 11 
The Scjen.c..e Tea.che,., Vol. 17, on. 63-4 • 
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equioment. (2) Tension in some tyues of students should be less. 
(3) Less material may he used. (4) Working with others should be a 
normal situation; therefore, working in pairs should be the more 
natural method. (5) The work of the teacher should be less, because of 
the neeessity of issuing only half as much equioment. 
On the other side of the nicture, some exryected disadvantages should 
be: (1) One student may do 'llost of the work. (2) Less chance to 
develop self-confidence and self-reliance would be present. (3) Each 
student would have less working room. (4) Individual resoonsibility 
would be decreased. (5) A noisier laboratory period w0uld probably 
exist. (6) There mi~ht be less oui_:,ortunity for indvidual work on 
topics of snecial interest to the student. 
Regardless of which of the above methods is used, it is doubtful 
if the increased educational damage of either of the systems over the 
other would be in;jurious to the student in a oronounced manner. 
A Method of Anproaehing Peak Laboratory Usage 
A nlan for using the chemistry laboratory to its maximum extent 
was initiated at Te'11ple University in the late 1940's. 8 If a critical 
shortage of equipment deems it necessary, the ?lan should improve the 
high school laboratory situation admirably. 
It is a nlan whereby the same set of aoparatus is used for a 
succession of students in di.fferent sections. This would reduce the 
amount of necessary equiryment. It would necessitate the leaving of a 
clean and comolete locker for the next student. It wou1d be the duty 
8w11bur C. Dunning, "The Maximum Use of the Chemistry Laboratory," 
Journal SJ! Q.bemical Education, Vol. 26, (1949), o. 490. 
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of the incoming student to report his set incomolete if it is found as 
such. A snecific location within the locker would be necessary to 
facilitate ease of cheeking equipment by the student. 
At Temple University, the conventional "check in" and "check out" 
was eliminated, thereby easing the problem of transportation between 
the classroom and laboratory. 
This method was undoubtedly an asset to those who exnerieneed it, 
and it could certainly be used in similar situations. However, its use 
in high school would pose several problems. First, since the usual 
high school laboratory period is fifty to sixty minutes in length 
instead of the usual three to four hours of the college laboratory 
period, the time required for the student to check his equipment would 
have some hearing on whether it could be used. Second, the time for 
cleaning up at the end of the period would be limited. Third, since 
high school students are ordinarily less mature than college students, 
they might have some dislike of following a student who leaves the desk 
in an untidy appearance. Fourth, if much qualitative or quantitative 
work is to be done, it is sometimes necessary to ]_eave some unfinished 
business for completion duririg another period. 
If the system could be used in high school, it would be a tre-
mendous boon to economy and ease of laboratory administration. 
Demonstrations 
The utmost in savtng of materials could be realized. by performing 
all laboratory work by demonstrations. However, there are very few, if 
any, chemistry teachers who would sanction such a plan. After numerous 
attempts to return exclusively to the demonstration method in the 
2Q 
laboratory in the 19301s and e11en later during World War II, when 
necessity demanded it in some instances, it was finally shown by 
exoerimental methods, common sense, and intuitive argument that the 
student na:rticipation laboratory method is fta:r more desirable. Never-
theless, demonstrations, as mentioned earlier, still have their olace 
in chemistry instruction. They should be used as a suoolement to 
regular laboratory methods and theoretical presentation.. Demonstrations 
may be presented to arouse interest, to clarify certain difficult 
points, to confirm or deny textbook staterr;ents, to illustrate for;mation 
of precipitates, or to present a problem at the beginning of a new unit. 
Even though demonstrations are valualle teaching aids, they cannot 




Because of recent increased enrollments in many chemistry classes, 
it becomes almost imnerative to adoi:,t some system of student assistant-
ship. In many cases, increased duties of teachers orohibits a sufficient 
amount of individual student attention. However, the use of student 
assistants can help conserve teacher time almost as much as any other 
single factor. In addition, the assistants will be receiving a type 
of training which will help to nroduoe self-confidence, leadership 
ability, very close familiarity with methods of administration, and 
more lasting knowled~e of many chemical processes. 
Although it is possible to obtain student assistants without 
remuneration of any tyne, it is doubtful if a satisfactory degree of 
success can be attained in most cases without some tyne of extrinsic 
motivation. Since only limited funds exist in even the most fortunate 
schools, it becomes necessary to offer c,omnensation in the form of 
extra credit points for services rendered hy the students. 
Lehmann divulges a workable nlan which has proven successful in 
his teaching, and which may be adopted with minor changes if aryoropriate, 
by administrators of other high school laboratories. 1 
Two students who have the time and desire, and who have been 
recommended as capable and de-riendent, are selected from each class. 
----------
1Glenn A. Lehmann, "Student Assistants in the High School 
Laboratory, 11 .J:.ourpa.l of Chemfo11l ~duc§.tion, Vo1 • 24, (1947), p. 354. 
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They do their work on a preparation table in the storeroom during the 
laboratory period. 
Each of the five pairs selected stays one afternoon in the week 
to help in the laboratory and with clerical tasks. They may utilize 
part of this time to comnlete exoerimental work. Some of their tasks 
are sweeping the storeroom, cleaning sinks, checking water and gas 
outlets, straightening and filling reagent bott7..es, cleaning soiled 
equipment, helping set up demonstration aunaratus for the next day, 
straightening chairs, pulling window shades, and recording test scores. 
If any objective type tests are given, tpey may also assist in gTading 
the oa . .-,ers • 
A number of students who have ranked well in chemistry the 
preceding year are chosen as senior chemistry assistants. Students 
who have been assistants the previous year are given preference as 
senior assistants. These students work on elementary qualitative 
analysis during regular class discussion. They heli:i to check apnaratus 
set ups, observe students at work, make suggestions for prevention of 
dangers, sign workbooks when annroval of certain exneriments and 
weighings are required, see that students have desk, sink, and floor 
clean at the end of the hour, and oerform various other duties. No 




THE SEMIMICRO LABORATORY SYSTEM FOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
The greatest potential for increasing laboratory efficiency and 
performance in the high school laboratory seems to lie in the use of 
the semimicro method.. This system has been used in high schools on a 
limited basis for a long enough oeriod of time that definite conclusions 
as to its value have been reached. Its use can make chemistry teaching 
a genuine pleasure, while bringing about excellent achievement results 
on the part of the students. 
Changing from the macro method to the semimicro method by laboratories 
already equipped presents the greatest problem. Howe,rer, the change need 
not be abrupt, but it may take olace over a period of several years. 
Equipment which would be an absolute necessity the first year would be 
smaller size test tubes, flasks, beakers, funnel tubes, and wide mouth 
bottles. 1 Semimicro centrifuges, general reagent bottles, and reagent 
trays or blocks would also be required from the first. The reag-ent blocks 
need not exceed one foot square, and they may be drilled to accomodate 
most of the liquid and solid reagents used by students during the course of 
the year. It is the usual practice to su~ply one reagent block for each 
two students. Students may refill their own drouper bottles from 
convenient dis-oensing bottles keot in an adjacent location. In addition 
to the reagents in the students' reagent trays, it is necessary to nrovide 
1Harry H. Williams, "Moving to Semimicro in High School CheTiistry," 





a few other special chemicals on side shelves. 
I 
Some equipment which would never have to be replaced would be ring 
stands, rings, burettes, clamps, and bunsen burners, although specifi~ 
,sernimiero equipment would. generally be preferred. 
i 
Assuming that several sections of chemistry are taught, it wo~ld be 
ne~essary to continue the use of macro equipmerrt on hand to some extent in 
all classes, and perttaps exclusively in some classes, until it could be 
replaced by a gradual change without drastic effect on the budget. 
From reports concerning initial equipping of laboratories with 
semimicro equipment, there is no clear-cut difference in capital required 
for the semimicro and macro methods. The cost for equioping a new laboratory 
with semimicro equipment providing facilities for seventy-five students 
at a Minnesota High School several years ago was $1100.2 "In converting 
an existing macro laboratory into a semimicro laboratory, the total cost 
for a section of about ten students, or of any number of such sections, run 
one after the other, is of the order of $100 to $150. 113 Present costs may 
exceed this a.mount. Most reports confirm a pronounced saving on both equip-
ment and chemicals after the original expenditures have been taken care or. 
If f'u:rther information concerning necessary equipment a.nd gradual 
change from the macro to the semimicro method is desired, see Semimicro 
1aboratoa Exercises in High School Chemistry.4 
Some of the changes which accompany the change to semimioro are 
2Karl J. Aaberg, "Semimicro Procedures in High School Laboratories," 
School Science~ Mathematics, Vol. 55, (1955), po. 486-88. 
. 3Foster H. Hoff and Alfred S. Brown, 11Semimicro Techniques for High 
Schools," Journal .Q£ Chemical Education, Vol. 26, (1949), pp. 530-3 3,. 
4Fred Weisbruch, Semimicro Laboratory Exercises in Hig!:l School 
Chemistry (Boston, 1956), D.c. Heath & Co. 
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changes in weighing, filtering, and measuring. Since the quantitative 
aspect of the semimicro method is mueh smaller, it is necessary to obtain 
! -
balances caoable of weighing accurately to within .Ol gram unless such 
balances are already part of the laboratory equipment. Filtering in 
sernimicro work requires one or more centrifuges, depending on the size 
of classes~ In relation to measuring, students will learn to count drops, 
or to make estimations by careful observation of the amount of fluid in a 
dronper. Graduated cylinders of ten milliliter capacity are aonropriate 
for usual close measuring, while small pipettes should be used for more 
exact measurement. 
To the writer, the advantages or the semimicro method seem to far 
outweigh the disadvantages. However, it would be well for individual 
teachers contemplating a change to semimicro to consider the following 
factors: (1) More accurate weighing equipment is required. (2) Seoarate 
macro equipment for demonstration P1ll"poses must be maintained, since 
semimicro apparatus would not serve that puruose. (3) Much time is 
required for initial filling of reagent bottles. (4) The additional 
cost of changing over will be felt for a few year~. 
On the other hand, there are many decided advantages which have been 
stated, proven, and confirmed by a number of laboratory instructors since 
the inception of the semimicro method for high school use. Some of the 
advantages usually given are listed and briefly discussed: (1) The 
semimicro method brings about a greater sense of satisfaction, since it 
is possible to accompli~h more in a given period of time. Also, a student 
is more apt to take pride in his work, and exert conscientious effort in 
order to keep his individual reagent block and equipment in good order. 
(2) Noteworthy savings in chemicals may be made, since only minute 
/ 
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quantities are required to produce effective results. Other noted 
!savings are savings on plumbing and general laboratory maintenance. 
I 
'Drains are less likely to become blocked, and there is less spillage 
i 
of chemicals on floors and table tops. Ventilation requirements are 
reduced. (3) A saving in time is evident. The teacher has more time 
for individual instruction, since all his time is not used to search 
for and dispense chemicalso Students save time by having most necessary 
materials at their desks. In addition, semimicro apparatus is usually 
less elaborate than macro equipment; consequently, less time is needed 
for setting it up. (4) Because each student may remain at his locker 
throughout most of the laboratory period, ·the laboratory becomes more 
orderly. As a result, discipline becomes a minor problem. Cleanliness 
and neatness is easier to maintain, while sloppiness is avoided. (5) The 
chance of a hazardous explosion is much less, since only small quantities 
of materials are used. Bad odors and poison gases are reduced to a 
minimum. Therefore, the health of the student is preserved. (6) More 
space becomes available in storerooms, on top of desks, and in individual 
lockers. Because crowded conditions tend to facilitate breakage of 
apparatus, a saving in this respect may be realized. (7) Provision for 
individual diff';:erences becomes apparent. It is possible for slower 
students to work at their own pace, thereby easing tension caused by 
rushing and non-oonvincing results. The gifted student need not be held 
back with the rest of the class, but may, wit.h adequate supervision, 
forge ahead to satisfy his own curiosity. There is no need for all 
students to terminate a given experiment simultaneously. (8; Responsibility 
for wastage, contamination, and breakage may be fixed individually. This 
has the effect of producing more careful students. (9) Initiative, 
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originality, and judgment are not allowed to fall by the wayside. 
The inquiring spirit is maintained. 
The overall result of the semimicro method is a ~ore efficient 
system of laboratory work, r,etter nerformance by the students, and 
better instruction 0 
/ 
CHAPTER VI 
EVALUATION OF LABORATORY WORK 
Many methods of evaluating lahoratory work are in use today. 
It is an impossibility to make any partic1-1lar method of evaluation 
acceotable to all teachers. Even i.f it were possible to do this, 
there is no assurance that it would he the hest method. In the light 
of these facts, surgestions are herewith ~ade which seem to promise 
a saving in time, while not endangering the educational value of the 
laboratory. 
Modern present-day trends have been analyzed with careful con-
sideration and conscientious effort. 
The ability to write understandable renorts is highly ranked among 
the educational objectives set by industry for many types of their 
emoloyees. Therefore, this nhase of training cannot be shunned com-
oletely if contribution is to be made to this important ohjective. 
However, if time is to be utHized efficiently, it seems wasteful to 
require written reports to ~e handed in for every experi~ent. 
Although it should not be the goal of the teacher te gratify the 
wishes and desires of all students, neither should lahoratory work be 
made distasteful to an excessive degree. If care is not exercised, the 
requiring of a great number of written reoorts may have that effect. 
"The amount of time needed for the instructor to read such laboratory 
reports, if he is conscientious, is entirely out of oroportion to their 
value." 1 It must be kept in mind that students, as well as teachers, 
1 
John H. Secrist, "Laboratory Quizzing in the Freshman Chemistry 





are pressed for time, and the requi:re:!lent of excessive time for ore--
paration of abnormal assignments may have the effect of suppressing 
the desire to satisfy imitividual curiosity. If individualism is to be 
develoryed to its desirable extent, ti,ne must be avail9.ble for that 
develonment. Truly, ol'.lnortunities for writing reoorts, giving oral 
reports, and working on projects must be given, but interest, curiosity, 
and constructive imagination must not be stifled in the process. 
Some type of record for each exnerimental venture should be kent 
by the student, for keeping of accurate records is an integral part of 
all scientific endeavor. Pertinent infor~ation must be recorded as it 
is obtained. 2 Otherwise, the imoo:rtant noints may he forgotten ranidly, 
while carelessness is tolerated. If a lengthy period of time intervenes 
between the process of exoerimentation and recording of inforsation, very 
few of the results may be accurately recalled. This may result in the 
student's obtaining information fro~ other students. 
Even though the student is not required to hand in every report, 
the teacher must make a concentrated effort to suoervise methods of 
keeping records. The use of student assistants, along with the use of 
the semimicro method previously discussed, can heln to free the teacher 
for this important duty. 
The student is more apt to benefit from the suggestions offered him 
while he is making a renort than from ½elated criticisms written with red 
pencil marks on his co1n!'.lleted reoort. The longer the period of time 
between handing in a report and getting it back, the less will be the 
2 
Francis D. Curtis, "Improving the effectiveness of La.bo:rat«aty 




derived benefits to the student. 
Accuracy of recording must be stressed. Things actually obserYed, 
rather than things which should hannen, are to be recorded. Because of 
this thuthful and accurate recording, the student should not be penalized, 
but may be encouraged to repeat portions of ·the exr,eri:nent. After all, 
why should the student be exr:,ect,ed to achieve near perfection in results, 
when teacher demonstrations often .fail? If extreme accuracy is demanded 
at all times, scientists are not being produced. Instead, this demand is 
conducive to conniving, swindling, and striving for results in a reverse 
procedure. It is much better for the student to utilize whatever reserve 
energy he nossesses for repeating exneriments and trying to deter~ine why 
something failed, rather than trying to beat the clock. 
If all reports are not graded, and extensive write-ups are not 
usually required, how, then, is the student's work to be evaluated? 
Recent trends seem to indicate that more and more denendenoe is being 
placed unon short quizzes over laboratory work performed during a previous 
3 period. Two advantages of this type of evaluation are: (1) much time is 
saved in grading of extensive reports, and (2) the knowledge of chemistry 
gained from laboratory work is tested, rather than ability to obtain 
answers from any source for the sake of comnleting a renort. 
Evaluation may be based on both reports and short quizzes, with 
greater emphasis, in the interest of efficiency, being placed upon the 
quizzes. 
Some indication of student oreparation for laboratory V!rork may be 
gleaned by frequent short quizzes preceding laboratory work. A brief 
Carl P. Swinnerton, "Evaluation of Laboratory Work in Che!Ilistry," 
Jgurnal m: Qbfmiiw Efilicatio.n, Vol. 31, (1954), pn. 44-5. 
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summary of principal objectives may be called for, or a few pertinent 
questions easily answered by students who have made preparation, even 
though they may not understand the comolete mechanics of the experiment 
to be performed, may he given. 
Good tests, devised soeciflcally for testing laboratory work, are 
very scarce. However, Curtis has suggested the use of rnimeogranhed 
diagrams for student labeling, and ohjective type tests designed to 
stress important experimental points.4 Hendricks has proposed the use 
of questions designed to illustrate the use of apoaratus or the "labora-
tory situation" in a paper-and-nencn test.5 
Regardless of the methods of evaluation used, the complexity of 
modern-day teaching der1ands that individual teachers use selective 
judgment to reduce the evaluation time :required, in order that their 
obligations may be budgeted wisely. 
4Francis D. Curtis, 11 Improving the Effectiveness of Laboratory 
Work," School Science and Mathematics, Vol. 44, (1944), pp. 251-56. 
5currord Hendricks, "Paper-and-Pencil Tests for the Laboratory, n 
Journal _2! Chemical Education, Vol. 22, (1945), pp. 543-46. 
CHAPTER VII 
S UMM.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of increasing efficiency in the high school chemistry 
laboratory has been stressed in this report. 
Although identical methods of conduc·ting all laboratory situations 
are not likely to be adopted, some suggestions for improving laboratory 
efficiency have been given. These suggestions were made only after 
careful analyses of statistical information presented by writings in 
some of the most recent leading educational scientific journals by 
experienced laboratory administratoTs. A limited number of conjectures 
have been offered ~y the writer, as a result of past experience, or as 
a result of the correlation of available information. 
Each distinct high school must be considered from specific points 
of view by individual chemistry teachers. Each school presents different 
problems which must be dealt with, ~hile problems of one school do not 
necessarily imply that the same problems exist in other schools. 
The adoption of the semimicro method of laboratory instruction 
appears to possess greater potential fo:r increasing efficiency than 
any othe1· single factor. Many advantages resulting f:rom the semimicro 
laboratory system have been listed and confirmed by a considerable 
number of high school chemistry teachers. These adv·anta.ges include 
the saving of time, space, and money, better order in the laboratory, 
less hazardous conditions, increased student and teacher satisfaction, 
and better instruction. 
The systematic utilization of student assistants can contribute 
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greatly to the reduction of some of the teacher's routine work, At 
the same time, student assistants receive an added degree of worthwhile 
training. 
Since the lack of proper safety procedures can mean the loss of 
time due to needless accidents, proner adherence to safety factors must 
be considered a necessity for all laboratories. 
In order to increase laboratory efficiency, p:rouer attention must 
be given to the arrangements within the classroom and the laboratory. 
References and chemical reagents must be located conveniently; equioment 
must be arranged in a systematic mannerJ and nrovision for easy conveyance 
of all types of materials must be orovided. 
It is necessary to onerate the laboratory econowically in order 
that badly needed efficiency equi~ment may be obtained when the need 
arises. Some consideration must also be given to the optimum use of 
the laboratory. 
Current renorts indicate a distinct trend toward the greater 
dependence on short quizzes for evaluating laboratory work. This 
method of evaluation is accomryanied by a reduction in the requirement 
of extensive laboratory re-oorts for' all ex-,eriments. It requires less 
time, and it places emnhasis on training received in the laboratory, 
rather than on the necessity of filling out routine laboratory reports. 
Only by a combination of many factors may laboratory efficiency 
be increased a desirable extent, while maintaining or elevating high 
standards of teaching. 
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